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Abstract
In this work we propose, implement, and test various optimizations of the typical energy grid-cross section
pair lookup algorithm in Monte Carlo particle transport codes. The key feature common to all of the
optimizations is a reduction in the length of the vector of energies that must be searched when locating the
index of a particle’s current energy. Other factors held constant, a reduction in energy vector length yields
a reduction in CPU time. The computational methods we present here are physics-informed. That is, they
are designed to utilize the physical information embedded in a simulation in order to reduce the length of the
vector to be searched. More specifically, the optimizations take advantage of information about scattering
kinematics, neutron cross section structure and data representation, and also the expected characteristics
of a system’s spatial flux distribution and energy spectrum. The methods that we present are implemented
in the OpenMC Monte Carlo neutron transport code as part of this work. The gains in computational
efficiency, as measured by overall code speedup, associated with each of the optimizations are demonstrated
in both serial and multithreaded simulations of realistic systems. Depending on the system, simulation
parameters, and optimization method employed, overall code speedup factors of 1.2 − 1.5, relative to the
typical single-nuclide binary search algorithm, are routinely observed.
Keywords: Monte Carlo, particle transport, search algorithm, optimization, multithreading
1. Introduction
In neutron scattering and reaction theory, the probability of a neutron interacting with a nuclide in
a particular way is characterized by a cross section [1]. The values of these cross sections, which depend
strongly on the energy of the incident neutron, are different for every nuclide and for every type of interaction.
Monte Carlo codes utilize cross sections when simulating the behavior of neutrons in a system. The neutron
cross section data utilized in modern Monte Carlo codes often come in ACE (A Compact ENDF1) Format
data libraries that are generated with the NJOY nuclear data processing code system [4]. These pre-processed
libraries contain data in so-called pointwise, continuous-energy form which consists of energy-cross section
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pairs that are piecewise linearly interpolable in both energy and cross section. So, for each nuclide in a
simulation, there is a one-dimensional grid of energies, and for each type of interaction associated with that
nuclide, there is a corresponding one-dimensional grid of cross section values.
In a Monte Carlo neutron transport simulation, due to the nuclide dependence of cross section values,
every time that a neutron enters a material with a composition of nuclides different from the composition
of the previous material, a new set of cross section values is needed to describe interaction probabilities in
the new material region. Similarly, due to the neutron energy dependence of cross section values, each time
that the laboratory system energy of a neutron changes — as in an interaction with a nuclide — a new set
of cross section values is needed to describe interaction probabilities for the new neutron energy. As a result,
every time that a neutron moves into a new material or changes energy, total interaction cross sections must
be computed for the material at the current neutron energy so that the tracklength between the neutron’s
current location and next collision site can be sampled. Additionally, various cross section values are needed
at collision sites and cell boundaries for the sampling of reaction types and the accumulation of tallies [5].
There are different methods by which Monte Carlo codes handle neutron energy grid and cross section
data. The methods have evolved to balance the competition between memory and speed that is frequently
encountered when dealing with the management of data in Monte Carlo simulations. While a detailed
accounting of all the cross section treatment methods currently in use is beyond the aim of this introduction,
considering a few common procedures will be useful.
First, there is the option of separately storing each individual nuclide’s energy grid and cross sections.
When a cross section value for some nuclide is needed, the value is computed by linear-linear interpolation
between the cross section values corresponding to the energies that bound the neutron’s current energy
so that the microscopic cross section, σ, at laboratory coordinate system neutron energy, E, for some
interaction, x, is given by
σx(E) = σx(Ei) +
E − Ei
Ei+1 − Ei (σx(Ei+1)− σx(Ei)), (1)
where Ei and Ei+1 are the nearest lower and upper bounding energy grid points, respectively, for the
exact neutron energy. In order to carry out this interpolation, a search of the nuclide’s energy grid must
be performed so that the index of one of the bounding energy points can be determined. A binary search
of the sorted energy grid is typically employed for the task. This algorithm achieves O(log (Ngrid)) scaling
whereas a linear search displays scaling of O(Ngrid) where Ngrid is the length of the grid to be searched [6].
Historically, this treatment of energy grid-cross section data has been widely used. It is the default procedure
in versions of the MCNP Monte Carlo particle transport code [7] prior to 6.1.1 [8]. Its main advantage,
which still resonates for obvious reasons, is that it preserves, with complete accuracy, all of the physical
information contained in an ACE cross section file with the minimum allowable memory requirement. Its
chief shortcoming is that energy grid lookups and cross section computations must be performed on-the-fly,
whenever they are needed, for each nuclide required by the simulation.
The unionized energy grid treatment [9] is one method which has been shown to significantly cut down
simulation runtime relative to the individual nuclide energy grid method just described. This algorithm,
which can be traced at least as far back as its implementation in RACER [10] and RCP01 [11] and was
recently reintroduced in the Serpent code [12], calls for the construction of a grid containing the union of all
of the energy points from the individual grids of every nuclide in the problem. Then, the individual reaction
cross sections for each nuclide are stored on this same grid. A single energy grid for the entire problem can
reduce the time spent in performing binary searches to locate the appropriate energy grid index. In fact, a
single binary search determines the energy and cross section indices for each nuclide in the problem because
they all utilize the same grid structure. This means that a single interpolation factor (the ratio of energies
in Eq. 1) can be used for all nuclides, further accelerating any cross section computations. In addition, the
unionized grid provides a natural method for storing material cross sections that are frequently accessed
within a simulation such as those for the total, elastic scattering, absorption, and fission interactions.
While this method has been shown to yield impressive speedup over treatments with unique energy
grids for each nuclide [9], the drawback of the unionized grid is that it can dramatically increase the memory
needed for cross section data storage. Because each nuclide’s cross section grids contain points corresponding
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to the energy grid points from every other nuclide in the problem, there is storage of many unneeded data
points. This is an important consideration, especially with respect to current and proposed high-performance
computing (HPC) architectures. The on-node memory of these systems can become limiting for large,
practical Monte Carlo simulations [13]. For example, we can consider a full core depletion problem from
the field of reactor physics. In a simulation of this type, it may be required that the inventories of hundreds
of nuclides be tracked. Each of these nuclides may have up to hundreds of thousands of energy and cross
section grid points; the unionized energy grid will have millions. For each of these grid points, the cross
section values for multiple reactions must be stored. If we allow for the existence of the same nuclide at
multiple temperatures, as is encountered in physical systems, we may need to store cross section data on a
fine temperature grid [14]. Intervals on the order of 10 K have been suggested as a possible requirement [13].
The cross section data burden associated with the problem described can exceed 100 GB of memory — a
value that exceeds the on-node memory capacity of most available HPC systems. This memory footprint
may approach 1 TB when a unionized grid is employed.
As a means of reducing the added memory burden introduced by the unionized grid method, a companion
double indexing scheme was developed [9]. With this scheme, rather than storing each nuclide’s cross section
data on the dense unionized grid for the entire problem, a code must only store one dense grid — that of
the unionized energies. Then, for each nuclide, a mapping is constructed from the indices of the problem’s
unionized energy grid to the indices of that nuclide’s individual energy grid and cross sections. In this way,
a single binary search on the unionized grid is still sufficient to determine the indices on individual nuclide
grids, and without the added memory requirements of storing each nuclide’s cross section data on the dense
grid. Depending on the problem, this double indexing of grid values can reduce the memory burden of the
repeated unionized grid method by roughly one half [9].
Recently, energy grid search algorithms making use of hashing functions have received renewed atten-
tion [15, 16]. In this type of algorithm, as applied to the problem at hand, a function will take the neutron
energy and map it directly to bounding indices on an energy hash grid. These hash grid indices are then
mapped to indices on individual nuclide energy grids. By quickly mapping a neutron energy to a narrowed
range of energies from a full grid and then performing a binary search in that subset of energies,2 the time
spent looking up an energy grid index can be reduced.
The search of an energy grid to determine the index corresponding to an energy grid point adjacent to
the current neutron energy and — after the interpolation step is complete — the cross section values at
that energy is a process that must be repeated trillions of times in realistic reactor physics simulations. In
aggregate, these searches are computationally expensive, often occupying an appreciable fraction of overall
runtime. This is true whether a unionized or individual nuclide energy grid scheme is employed, though, as
discussed, unionized schemes are typically faster. For practical, full core reactor simulations with hundreds
of nuclides present, it has been suggested that 80-85% of total runtime may be spent looking up energy grid
indices [17]. Development and demonstration of computational methods for reducing this expense are the
aims of this work.
In Section 2 we detail the theory behind the proposed energy grid search optimizations and briefly
sketch out their implementation in the OpenMC Monte Carlo neutron transport code [18]. Section 3 gives
an overview of the test cases that we use to measure the effectiveness of the new optimization schemes as
well as the numerical results of those tests. A concluding discussion is offered in Section 4.
2. Energy Grid Search Optimizations
In this section we propose optimizations to the energy grid search algorithm in continuous-energy Monte
Carlo neutron transport codes. The theory behind each of the optimizations is presented along with brief
descriptions of how they are implemented in the OpenMC code. Other considerations are addressed where
appropriate. Also, it is important to note that none of the presented optimizations alter the physics of a
simulation in any way. The optimizations do not change the energy grid indices that are identified by the
energy grid lookup algorithm. All that is changed is the procedure by which those indices are determined.
2If the narrowed energy range has few enough points, a linear search may be faster.
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2.1. Scattering Kinematics-constrained Searches
The models used to treat neutron-nucleus scattering kinematics in Monte Carlo codes make reasonable
assumptions about collision physics as well as the behavior of the modeled system, in general, in order to
simplify calculations without appreciably impacting the accuracy of the results. Often, these assumptions
place restrictions on the outcome of a particular interaction. We can take advantage of these constrained
outcomes in designing methods for accelerating energy grid lookups. Two such methods are presented below.
2.1.1. Stationary Target Nuclei
When the speed of an incident neutron is sufficiently high (i.e. much greater than the speeds associated
with the thermal motion of target nuclei), the kinematics of a neutron-nucleus interaction can safely be
treated as if the target nuclide is at rest in the laboratory frame of reference with a velocity of zero [19].
When the target-at-rest approximation is invoked, by conservation of energy and linear momentum, all
elastic scattering events result in a reduction of the neutron’s kinetic energy in the laboratory coordinate
system. That is, upscattering is not possible.
Also, level inelastic scattering, which occurs when the combined kinetic energy of the neutron-nucleus
system in the center-of-mass reference frame is sufficient to reach the first excited level of the target nuclide
and is characterized by a final constellation with total kinetic energy less than that of the initial constella-
tion,3 and other compound nucleus energy threshold reactions which do not terminate the simulation of the
incident particle should be considered. With a resting target, these threshold reactions occur at incident
neutron energies of a few MeV in light nuclides and at tens of keV in heavier nuclides [1]. These energies are
much greater than the energies of thermally agitated nuclei that are encountered in reactor systems which
are typically a fraction of an eV. Therefore, the kinematics of threshold reactions such as level inelastic scat-
tering can be treated with the target-at-rest approximation, and, by conservation of energy, upscattering
cannot occur.
So, we see that any of these events in which the kinematics are treated with the target-at-rest approxi-
mation will result in a loss of neutron kinetic energy in the laboratory system. This fact can be exploited to
construct an energy grid search optimization. In Monte Carlo codes, when handling scattering kinematics,
it is a standard procedure to neglect the thermal motion of target nuclei when the incident neutron energy
is above some threshold. This threshold is often taken to be 400kBT for all nuclides except
1H — to which
no threshold is applied [20] — where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the material
being traversed by the neutron.4 When a neutron’s incident energy is greater than this threshold, we know
that, after a scattering event, its energy will be less than it was before the event. This means that we do
not have to search an entire nuclide or unionized energy grid to determine a post-scatter energy grid index.
We only have to search the section of the energy grid corresponding to energies less than the pre-scatter
neutron energy.
This is accomplished by first storing the index of the energy grid point — on a unionized or individual
nuclide grid — just above the current neutron energy, EMAX. The current energy is the maximum energy
that the neutron can possibly have after its next scatter from a stationary nucleus and EMAX is its nearest
upper bound on the energy grid in question. Then, if the next event is a scatter, we simply have to search
a subset of the energy grid, {E1, E2, ..., EMAX}, to find the post-collision neutron energy grid index.
2.1.2. Thermal Motion of Target Nuclei
At incident neutron energies below the the 400kBT target-at-rest cutoff, the thermal motion of target
nuclei can no longer be ignored in the handling of scattering kinematics with negligible consequences and
the upscattering of neutrons to higher-than-incident energies is now allowed. However, it is still possible
to constrain the portion of a nuclide or unionized energy grid that must be searched to find the index of a
post-scatter energy.
3This type of inelastic scattering event is to be distinguished from the low energy inelastic scattering that arises as a result
of the effects of chemical binding of target nuclei in molecules.
4As a point of reference, 400kBT for a material at 900 K translates to an energy of 31.0 eV.
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In generating effective, temperature-dependent (i.e. Doppler broadened) cross section data for use in
transport simulations, nuclear data processing codes typically employ some variation of the SIGMA1 algo-
rithm for numerical Doppler broadening [21]. In the Doppler broadening algorithm, the target nuclei are
assumed to behave as a free gas with isotropic velocities described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
It is further assumed that the maximum energy of a target nuclide with which a neutron can interact is
16kBT . This is because the probability of a particle existing in a Maxwell-Boltzmann free gas at an energy
greater than 16kBT is negligible. Consistency requires that the same 16kBT maximum target energy be
utilized when treating scattering kinematics.
With the maximum target nuclide and incident neutron energies both known, the maximum energy to
which a neutron can be upscattered in a given event, 416kBT , can be determined. This value, Eupscat, and
the corresponding upper bound energy grid index, can be determined for a single nuclide, single material,
or entire problem at simulation initialization. The energy grid search optimization based on this knowledge
simply restricts the post-scatter searchable energy grid to {E1, E2, ..., Eupscat} whenever the incident neutron
energy is less than 400kBT , or whatever thermal motion cutoff energy is used in a particular simulation.
2.2. Material Energy Grid Unionization
The optimization presented in this section follows closely the unionized energy grid method [9] with the
distinguishing feature being that a unionized energy grid and cross section values are constructed for each
material, individually, rather than globally for the entire problem.
When a neutron is being tracked as it streams across the geometry of a system in a Monte Carlo transport
simulation, the only cross section information that is needed is the total cross section for a single material,
which is simply the summation of nuclide total cross sections over all nuclides in that material. Therefore,
at the time that this required total material cross section is computed, the cross section data for all other
materials are irrelevant. This implies that we can, at least,5 neglect the nuclides which are not in the current
material when computing a cross section. The individual nuclide energy grid method outlined earlier exploits
this naturally but the global unionized grid scheme does not.
Constructing unionized energy-cross section grids on a material-by-material basis preserves the key ad-
vantage of the global unionization — that is, a single binary search will identify the desired energy grid
indices of multiple nuclides — while reducing the size of the energy grid that must be searched. In addition
to the potential speedup associated with the search of a grid with a reduced length, this scheme can also
reduce memory because, for each nuclide, we must only store values on the unionized material grid instead of
a global grid containing all energy points for all nuclides in the problem. A unionized material grid may also
be used in conjunction with an appropriately-modified double indexing methodology which maps indices on
the unionized material grid to indices on the individual grids of the nuclides in the material to further lessen
memory demands.
There are a few caveats related to the use of unionized material grids worth noting here. With a global
unionized grid, when a neutron streams into a new material, the grid indices for the nuclides in that material
at the current energy are immediately known. They were determined in the last binary search that occurred,
regardless of the material, because the global grid contains the energy points for all nuclides in the problem.
That is, the computational expense for this immediate knowledge of indices is paid earlier in the simulation.
With a unionized material grid, a binary search must occur whenever the neutron enters a new material,
because, in general, knowledge of the previous material’s energy indices is of no value in the current material.
Also, the benefits of a unionized material grid may be somewhat reduced in simulations where the same
nuclide is contained in materials with different unionized grids. This is because a nuclide’s energy index in
one material’s unionized grid will generally not be the same as its index in another material’s unionized grid
if the two grids are not identical. However, this is not as much of a handicap as it may, at first, appear to
be. In the case of a depletion calculation, where there will be many different fuel material compositions (in
terms of nuclide densities), the unionized material grid for those materials can actually be the same. When
5If the cross sections for only a single nuclide are needed, as in sampling the type of reaction, all other nuclides in the
problem are extraneous.
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dealing with microscopic cross sections, it does not matter how much of a nuclide is present, just whether
or not it is present, when deciding if storage of its cross sections is required. Additionally, in the case of
non-isothermal fuel conditions, with the same nuclide existing at different temperatures, we are no worse off
by using the unionized material grid than by using the global grid. The nuclides’ different energy grids for
the different temperatures must be stored in either case.
2.3. Energy Hash Table Searches
The optimizations presented in this section rely on hashing functions that take the neutron energy at
which a cross section must be calculated and return the indices, into either an individual nuclide or globally
unionized energy grid, which correspond to energies that bound the current energy. The following subsections
discuss two simple hashing schemes, as well as the problem of determining an optimal hashing treatment.
2.3.1. Logarithmic Energy Spacing
This energy grid lookup optimization closely follows a recently reintroduced method [16]. In it, the
energy range for which cross section data exist is divided logarithmically. This can be done on either a
nuclide-by-nuclide or global grid basis. That is, in the individual nuclide case, the jth nuclide’s energy range
is divided into N jhash equal lethargy bins of lethargy width
∆ujhash =
log
(
EjNgrid
Ej1
)
N jhash
(2)
where Ej1 and E
j
Ngrid
are the minimum and maximum values on the nuclide’s energy grid, respectively. Then,
as a pre-processing step, before the simulation begins, the indices on the nuclide’s original energy grid that
correspond to a set of coarse hash table energies, {EjH,1, EjH,2, ..., EjH,Njhash+1}, where
Ej
H,Njhash−i+1
=
EjNgrid
exp
(
i∆ujhash
) , for i = N jhash, N jhash − 1, ..., 1, 0, (3)
are stored. Now, in a simulation, whenever a cross section must be computed, the indices in the coarse
hash table that bound the current neutron energy, En, can be determined directly from a rearranged form
of Eq. 3 to be
kjhash(En) = N
j
hash −
 log
(
EjNgrid
En
)
∆ujhash
 (4)
and kjhash(En) + 1. These hash indices are then mapped to the corresponding indices on the original nuclide
energy grid. Once the subset of the original nuclide grid determined by these indices is isolated, a binary
search is performed within the subset to find the exact index for the current energy. This scheme increases
the speed of energy grid lookups by reducing the length of the searchable grid to the length of the grid
subset bounded by the hash table energies. As implemented in a beta release of MCNP6.1.1 [8], this method
is applied to individual nuclide energy grid lookups. In this work we implement the method in OpenMC
and extend its use to global unionized grids.
2.3.2. Constant Energy Spacing
As will be discussed shortly, the choice of an effective hash table energy structure is not entirely straight-
forward. To first order, the number of cross section computations, and, thus, energy grid lookups, required
by a simulation is proportional to the flux. In many systems, neutron slowing down results in a flux that
approaches a constant value, in lethargy-space, over a wide range of energies. Without any information
about the spacing of energy grid points, this suggests that the choice of logarithmically-spaced hash table
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energies is a good one. However, in order to capture the widely varying cross section structure encountered
in different energy regions, energy grid points are generally not evenly spaced. This suggests that hash table
structures other than logarithmic may be effective. With this in mind, a simple constant energy spacing
hash table is also employed. The jth nuclide’s energy range is divided into N jhash bins spaced equally in
energy with energy bin widths of
∆Ejhash =
EjNgrid − E
j
1
N jhash
. (5)
In a fashion similar to the case of constant lethargy spacing, we proceed by constructing the coarse hash
table energy grid, {EjH,1, EjH,2, ..., EjH,Njhash+1}, where
EjH,i+1 = E
j
1 + i∆E
j
hash, for i = 0, 1, ..., N
j
hash. (6)
The nuclide or unionized energy grid indices that correspond to the hash table energies are stored. Just as
before, for a given neutron energy, the bounding hash table energies can be directly calculated and mapped
to the stored nuclide or unionized grid indices. These indices are then used as the bounds for a binary search
on a subset of the original energy grid to arrive at the desired energy grid index and corresponding cross
sections.
2.3.3. Optimal Energy Spacing
In the general case, selection of an optimal energy hash table structure — that is, the selection of
an ensemble of optimal hash table energy boundaries — is non-trivial. The optimized structure of table
boundaries will be a complicated function of the energy spectrum of the neutron flux of the system as well
as the density — in energy space — of the individual or unionized energy grids on which cross sections are
represented for nuclides present in the system. To illustrate this point, we briefly outline the problem that
must be solved in order to determine this optimal spacing of hash energies.
We start with the goal of minimizing the time spent in energy grid searches. That is, we wish to identify
the set of energy hash table boundaries in a problem with J total nuclides, {Ej1/2, Ej3/2, ..., EjNjhash−1/2, E
j
Njhash+1/2
},
where Eji−1/2 and E
j
i+1/2 are the energies that bound the i
th hash table bin of the jth nuclide, that minimizes
the value of
T ({∆Eji }) =
J∑
j=1
Njhash∑
i=1
Lji ({∆Eji })× t¯ji ({∆Eji }), (7)
the total time spent in a simulation performing energy grid lookups. Here, Lji and t¯
j
i stand, respectively, for
the number of energy grid lookups that must be performed in energy hash bin i of nuclide j and the mean
time spent in each of these lookups. Each of these quantities is dependent on the set of energy hash grid
spacings, {∆Eji }. With the O(log (Ngrid)) scaling of the binary search algorithm and an expression for the
number of required lookups given by
Lji ({∆Eji }) ∝
∫
∆Eji
dE′
∫ ∞
0
dEφ(E)f(E → E′);
E′ ∈ [Eji−1/2, Eji+1/2],
(8)
we are left wanting to minimize
T ({∆Eji }) ∝
J∑
j=1
Njhash∑
i=1
∫
∆Eji
dE′
∫ ∞
0
dEφ(E)f(E → E′)× log (N jgrid,i({∆Eji }));
E′ ∈ [Eji−1/2, Eji+1/2].
(9)
Solving this minimization problem is an exercise in non-linear optimization. In practice, it is not a problem
we wish to solve as its solution depends in a complicated way on the physics of the system at hand. In
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particular, the transfer function, f(E → E′), varies with nuclide-dependent, energy-dependent cross section
values and models of reaction physics. The number of energy grid points in a hash bin, N jgrid,i, will also
depend in a complicated fashion on energy boundaries as the energy spacing between energy grid-cross
section pairs can fluctuate dramatically due to the need to capture resonance structure of cross sections
with pointwise data. Finally, the energy-dependent neutron flux, φ(E), is likely the most problematic term
in Eq. 9. It also is a function with strong variations in energy. To further complicate the matter, we do not
have a solution for the flux, a priori, as we do, in theory, for the transfer function and number of energy
grid points in a given interval. This means that, to solve the generalized energy hash spacing optimization
problem so that we may speed up our simulation, we must first run the simulation with an un-optimized
spacing so that the flux is determined. There are, of course, simplifying assumptions that can be made about
the energy dependence of cross sections and flux that would facilitate a more tractable problem formulation.
This is, however, beyond the scope of the present work.
3. Results and Analysis
In this section we present the descriptions and results of simulations that are carried out in order to
determine the effectiveness of the proposed optimizations in achieving their aim — overall code speedup.
Speedup is defined here as the ratio of the particle simulation rate for a calculation in which an optimization
scheme is applied to the simulation rate observed for the same calculation with no energy grid search
optimizations employed. An attempt is made to select test problems that exhibit physical phenomena
relevant to practical reactor physics and criticality safety applications. With this in mind, the models for
three of the test problems shown here are derived from the Benchmark for Evaluation and Analysis of
Reactor Simulations (BEAVRS) [22]. Pin cells with both fresh and depleted fuel are simulated along with a
depleted full core. A fourth model consisting of a simple metal sphere with a fixed source is also simulated.
Continuous-energy pointwise cross section data from the ENDF71x nuclear data library [23] are utilized
in all simulations. Thermal scattering from 1H nuclei bound in light-water molecules is treated with the
continuous S(α, β) data found in the ENDF71SaB library [24]. These libraries consist of ENDF/B-VII.1
nuclear data [3] processed with the NJOY code system, version 99.393 [4].
All simulations are run with 100 active batches. In the effective multiplication factor, keff, eigenvalue
calculations, an additional 10 inactive batches are run.6 Each batch consists of 104 particles. A spatially
uniform fission source over all fissionable material is used to initiate each run. For the problems considered,
excepting the full core model, these simulation parameters are typically sufficient to converge on a keff
value in the inactive cycles. It is not a primary concern, though, if they are not. Because we are only
monitoring code speedup, and the reference and optimization cases are the exact same problems from a
physical standpoint, runtime results would still be relevant and of interest. Results from a simulation with
an unconverged eigenvalue would indicate the speedup to be expected in the period of the simulation in
which the eigenvalue is converging. The only tallies present in these simulations are those for keff. Including
additional tallies would increase overall runtimes and, therefore, reduce the overall speedup values resulting
from the optimizations somewhat.
For the hashing optimization runs, the presented results are obtained with 104 bins.7 Verification that
the introduction of each optimization does not alter the physics of the simulations — as it shouldn’t8
— is carried out by simply confirming that the batch eigenvalues, batch Shannon entropy, running mean
eigenvalues, running standard errors of the mean eigenvalues, and system leakages are all unchanged from
the reference cases.
The reference results are obtained with release 0.6.1 of OpenMC [25]. Each of the optimization methods
is implemented in its own branch of that same release. These branches are not modified in any way other
6Inactive batches are not required in calculations with a fixed source.
7Comparable results, and a reduction in the already-modest memory overhead, can be obtained with a reduction to 103
bins.
8As discussed earlier, the energy grid index found with each algorithm does not differ from the reference case — only the
method by which that index is identified does.
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than to implement one specific optimization method apiece; no combined optimizations are tested. All code
is compiled with release 4.9.0 of the GNU Fortran (GFortran) compiler [26]. Both serial and multithreaded
simulations are performed on dual Intel Xeon E5620 2.4 GHz quad-core processors. The observed particle
simulation rates that are used in the computation of speedup results can vary by up to a few percent in
identical simulations, when repeated.
3.1. Fresh Fuel Pin Cell
First, we isolate a 3.1 wt.% enriched fresh fuel pin cell at beginning-of-core, hot zero-power conditions,
with fuel and all other materials at 600 K, from the full BEAVRS model. A summary of the materials present
in this model including the number of nuclides and energy grid points per material can be found in Table 1.
Reflective boundary conditions are applied on each of the six pin cell faces resulting in an infinite two-
dimensional array of this pin cell type. Overall code speedup results for each of the optimizations relative to
the OpenMC 0.6.1 nuclide energy grid reference case are given in Table 2. The additional memory required for
each optimization is also given. As a point of reference, the baseline total memory requirement of the nuclear
data needed for the simulation of this model, without any optimization, is 35.6 MB. Noticeable speedup is
observed for each of the optimizations. Relative to the nuclide grid reference case, each optimization speeds
up the code, on an overall basis, by at least a factor of 1.1, with the material grid run seeing a speedup
of more than 1.3. Kinematics-constrained nuclide grid searches achieve a speedup of greater than 1.1 with
negligible memory requirements. Logarithmic energy hashing of the nuclide grids gives a 1.27 speedup with
a quite-acceptable memory addition of only 1.3 MB.
Table 1: Fresh Fuel Pin Cell Materials
Material Nuclides Unionized Energy Points
Fuel 5 219458
Gap 1 503
Clad 25 362674
Moderator 6 6132
Table 2: Speedup and Memory for Fresh Fuel Pin Cell Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing Speedup Added Memory [MB]
nuclide — — 1.00 0.0
material — — 1.34 45.5
global — — 1.14 81.1
nuclide true — 1.13 2.6 · 10−4
global true — 1.28 81.1
nuclide — lethargy 1.27 1.3
global — lethargy 1.28 81.1
nuclide — energy 1.13 1.3
global — energy 1.23 81.1
3.2. Depleted Fuel Pin Cell
Next, we examine the speedup from applying each of the optimizations to a simulation of the same
two-dimensional, infinite pin cell array as in the previous section, but with 900 K fuel at a burnup of
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20.0 MWd/kg.9 The use of depleted fuel, which contains fission products and actinides that are not present
in fresh fuel, results in the inclusion of many more nuclides in this model. This can be seen in the summary
of materials contained in Table 3. The speedup values for the depleted fuel pin cell are given in Table 4.
For this case, the optimizations provide an across-the-board improvement relative to the fresh fuel speedup
results. The unionized material grid optimization gives a speedup value of more than 1.6. This higher value
is likely due to the large discrepancy between the number of nuclides contained in the fuel and any of the
other materials. When the neutron is traversing non-fuel materials, there are runtime savings to be had
by not searching over the energy grids of the 100+ nuclides contained in the fuel. Kinematics-constrained
searching provides a 1.11 speedup at a negligible memory cost. The memory values reported in Table 4 are
in addition to a baseline total nuclear data memory requirement of 136.6 MB.
Table 3: Depleted Fuel Pin Cell Materials
Material Nuclides Unionized Energy Points
Fuel 107 1121483
Gap 1 503
Clad 25 362674
Moderator 6 6132
Table 4: Speedup and Memory for Depleted Pin Cell Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing Speedup Added Memory [MB]
nuclide — — 1.00 0.0
material — — 1.61 528.3
global — — 1.23 810.5
nuclide true — 1.11 1.1 · 10−3
global true — 1.26 810.5
nuclide — lethargy 1.28 5.5
global — lethargy 1.29 810.6
nuclide — energy 1.14 5.5
global — energy 1.24 810.6
3.3. Depleted Full Core
Here, in order to see the effect of model complexity on the attainable speedup with each of the opti-
mizations, we take a look at a three-dimensional, full core BEAVRS model that has been depleted out to
20.0 MWd/kg.9 The materials contained in this detailed model are described in Table 5. The baseline
total nuclear data memory requirement is 170.3 MB. Speedup values are shown in Table 6. The same
three trends, previously discussed, of the material union grid method performing well due to widely varying
material composition, kinematics-constrained searches offering a bump in simulation rates for essentially
no additional memory, and logarithmic hashing of nuclide energy grids providing appreciable speedup for
a reasonable additional memory requirement are observed in the full core simulation. Speedup values are
9Nuclide densities for the fuel in this simulation are obtained by running a depletion calculation for the same model with
the CASMO-5 lattice physics code [27].
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slightly reduced, though, relative to the depleted pin cell case. This is because, in the more complex full
core model, relatively more runtime is spent performing operations unrelated to energy grid lookups such
as those related to the tracking of particles across geometric regions.
Table 5: Depleted Fuel Full Core Materials
Material Nuclides Unionized Energy Points
1.6% Enriched Fuel 108 1130727
2.4% Enriched Fuel 108 1130727
3.1% Enriched Fuel 107 1121483
Gap 1 503
Clad 25 362674
Moderator 4 3442
Stainless Steel 17 304501
Carbon Steel 21 291360
Inconel 17 304501
Control Rod 12 252553
Borosilicate 8 23663
Air 8 29061
Table 6: Speedup and Memory for Depleted Full Core Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing Speedup Added Memory [MB]
nuclide — — 1.00 0.0
material — — 1.53 1612.6
global — — 1.20 1308.0
nuclide true — 1.10 1.4 · 10−3
global true — 1.22 1308.0
nuclide — lethargy 1.24 6.9
global — lethargy 1.20 1308.0
nuclide — energy 1.11 6.9
global — energy 1.20 1308.0
3.4. Fast Spectrum Metal Sphere
Finally, we examine a model consisting of a single sphere, with a uniform, fixed 14.1 MeV neutron
source and vacuum boundary condition, composed of equal parts lead, gold, and mercury. This system
is constructed to exhibit a fast neutron energy spectrum, in contrast to the thermal spectra of the pin
cell and full core systems, so that the relative merits of the optimization schemes can be compared across
different neutron spectra. The composition of the model’s single material is briefly summarized in Table 7
and the observed speedup values are given in Table 8. The baseline total nuclear data memory requirement
is 10.9 MB for this model. No tallies are recorded in this fixed-source simulation.
Again, we see the unionized material grid speed up the simulation more than the other methods, except,
in this case, the global union scheme. Because we are dealing with a single material for the entire model,
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the material and global union grid methods are functionally identical. All methods result in a speedup
by a factor of at least 1.3 relative to the individual nuclide grid reference case. Also, possibly owing to
the harder spectrum of this model and a resultant flux that does not exhibit as definite of a 1/E form as a
more moderated system might, the constant energy hashing scheme outperforms that with constant lethargy
spacing.
Table 7: Pb-Au-Hg Sphere Materials
Material Nuclides Unionized Energy Points
Pb-Au-Hg 12 122075
Table 8: Speedup and Memory for Pb-Au-Hg Sphere Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing Speedup Added Memory [MB]
nuclide — — 1.00 0.0
material — — 1.74 6.8
global — — 1.72 6.8
nuclide true — 1.33 9.6 · 10−5
global true — 1.74 6.8
nuclide — lethargy 1.38 0.5
global — lethargy 1.82 6.9
nuclide — energy 1.59 0.5
global — energy 1.82 6.9
3.5. Multithreading
The optimizations are implemented to be compatible with the shared memory parallelism capabilities
of OpenMC via multithreading with the OpenMP application programming interface, release 3.1 [28], as
implemented in GFortran 4.9.0. In order to gauge the performance of the optimizations in multithreaded
applications, additional simulations of the depleted fuel pin cell and lead-gold-mercury sphere models are
run utilizing both 4 and 8 threads on the same dual Intel Xeon E5620 2.4 GHz quad-core processors. The
speedup values for each of the optimizations — relative to the corresponding serial runs already discussed
and also the multithreaded nuclide energy grid runs — that are observed in pin cell and metal sphere
simulations are found in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
The threaded pin cell simulations show minimal overhead at 4 threads relative to the serial runs —
no more than a few percent. Moving to 8 threads, overhead is still manageable, typically less than 10%.
The performance in multithreaded fast spectrum sphere simulations is somewhat reduced with overhead
at around 10% with 4 threads. For 8 threads, overhead values hover around 20%. It is worth noting,
though, that, in each of the multithreaded cases, the overhead incurred when optimization methods are
employed is comparable to the overhead in the default nuclide energy grid reference case. In other words,
the optimizations do not significantly degrade multithreaded performance. This is illustrated further in the
speedup values for each optimization relative to the multithreaded nuclide energy grid reference. These
speedup results, given in the final column of both Tables 9 and 10, are comparable in magnitude to the
corresponding serial speedup values. Concordantly, the multithreaded optimization speedup results, relative
to one another, are largely unchanged from the serial cases.
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Table 9: Multithreaded Speedup for Depleted Pin Cell Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing 4 Threads10 8 Threads10
8 Threads11
(Nuclide Reference)
nuclide — — 3.84 7.41 1.00
material — — 3.79 7.24 1.58
global — — 4.16 7.48 1.24
nuclide true — 3.90 7.48 1.12
global true — 4.20 7.52 1.28
nuclide — lethargy 3.89 7.48 1.29
global — lethargy 4.04 7.42 1.29
nuclide — energy 3.93 7.57 1.16
global — energy 4.13 7.42 1.24
Table 10: Multithreaded Speedup for Pb-Au-Hg Sphere Simulations
Unionization Kinematics Hashing 4 Threads10 8 Threads10
8 Threads11
(Nuclide Reference)
nuclide — — 3.75 6.98 1.00
material — — 3.55 6.27 1.56
global — — 3.56 6.32 1.56
nuclide true — 3.61 6.60 1.26
global true — 3.49 6.17 1.54
nuclide — lethargy 3.63 6.64 1.31
global — lethargy 3.56 6.18 1.61
nuclide — energy 3.50 6.40 1.46
global — energy 3.54 6.17 1.61
4. Conclusions
The presented energy grid lookup algorithm optimizations are shown to result in non-negligible overall
speedup of the OpenMC Monte Carlo neutron transport code in both serial and multithreaded simulations
of practical systems. If the additional memory requirement is permissible, applying the unionized energy
grid scheme on a material-by-material basis is a desirable alternative to the use of individual nuclide grids.
Additionally, the material union grids offer performance that is superior to the global union grid for all of the
systems considered here. The kinematic constraint on energy grid lookups offers non-negligible overall code
speedup at negligible memory expense. Even for some of the most demanding depletion calculations with
several hundred nuclides, this would amount to only a few kB. A trivial modification, the kinematic constraint
is an attractive addition to the default energy grid lookup algorithm in pointwise continuous-energy Monte
Carlo codes. The energy hash table methods also provide simple means of speeding up simulations that can
be relatively cheap from a memory perspective. However, as the speedup with respect to the global unionized
10Speedup values are relative to the same optimization schemes run in serial.
11Speedup values are relative to the single-nuclide energy grid binary search run with 8 threads.
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grid runs is typically minimal, application of these methods should likely be restricted to simulations in which
unique energy grids for each nuclide are used. With moderate levels of speedup observed with each of the
proposed optimizations, individually, investigation of applying these techniques in concert with one another
is warranted. Also, efforts to move away from pointwise energy grid data, altogether, as through direct cross
section value calculations using the multipole resolved resonance formalism [29, 30], should receive continued
attention.
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